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The Class 3 Child

ourselves a riders on the earth together, brothers on

The birth of a new year and the passing of the summer

that bright loveliness in the eternal cold—brothers who

as we enter the golden light of Autumn’s Harvest. The

know now they are truly brothers."

harvest is not only made in the physical world in the

Archibald MacLeish, American Poet

form of the bounties of nature which we perhaps take
for granted, but also in our inner world. What have we
been striving for over the last season inwardly that we
can harvest? The summer with its long warm days filled
with outer light have perhaps revitalised our souls and
given us an insight, or a revelation, or realisation that

The view of the Earth from the Moon fascinated me -- a
small disk, 240,000 miles away. . . . Raging nationalistic
interests, famines, wars, pestilence don't show from
that distance.”
Frank Borman, Commander of Apollo 8

we can absorb into our being and bring forth into the

Yet here on the earth divisions are more apparent.

world as the fruits to be harvested from this inner work.

Perspective then seems to be the key to changing ones

The light we have enjoyed in this great season of

perception of reality.

expansion is now beginning to turn inward as the

In Class 3 the children go through what is commonly

seasons change. It can be sustaining as the outer light

known as the 9 year old crossing, Or sometimes it is

diminishes. Often we can forget that we, as much as the

called the “Rubicon Crossing”. ii is an important

stars in the heavens, are made up of light. Indeed, as

developmental stage for the child (although there are

Carl Sagan once stated, we are literally “star stuff”, our

certainly more than this one).

bodies made up of substances that had their origins in

...continued on page 4

the fiery furnace of the stars above. Never has there
been a time I can recall where it has been more
necessary for all of us to remember that in fact all of us
came from and ultimately return to light. Whether you
see that in a metaphysical sense or in a purely physical
sense, the same is true.
When astronauts have looked back at the earth from
space what they see has been described as an earth
without division or political boundary.
"To see the earth as it truly is, small and blue and
beautiful in that eternal silence where it floats, is to see
Mary, Class 3 — A reflection of our walk

Diary Dates
Friday 18 February
Wednesday 23 February
Monday 28 February
Tuesday 1 March
Wednesday 2 March
Sunday 6 March
Monday 7—Friday 11 March
Monday 14 March
Tuesday 15—Friday 18 March
Monday 21 March

3:00pm—5:00pm
6:30pm

9:30am

TBC

P&F Welcome BBQ Afternoon
P&F Meeting—all welcome
Class Photos
Class Photos
School Tour
Sibling Photos
Classes 1-3 Swimming
Public Holiday
Classes 4-6 Swimming
Harvest Festival

Class 1 & 2 Playground
Honeysuckle Room

Class 9 starts the year with a Journey Camp!

Start of Year Assembly
Tarremah opened our school year with a very special
Welcome to Country. Many thanks to Linton Burgess on
behalf of Ochre-Rain, for sharing his culture, and
welcoming us as special guests to Country.

As a welcome to the Upper School, Class 9 embarked
on a 4 day journey over the mountain and back down
the Derwent river to school by foot and by kayak.
Highlights included camping at the Springs on the
mountain, the challenges of the Ropes Course (where
students worked together to overcome curly problems
and then jumped from the top of a tall tree to a
swinging trapeze), the paddle along the Alum cliffs in
sea kayaks, and welcoming new student Bree!
Walking and kayaking
allowed the students
to more fully connect
with their local environment

as

we

circumnavigated the
familiar skyline that
we live beneath.

It

showed that there is
so much to explore in our own backyards.

Landcraft sawing with a small crosscut
Class 8 have been trying out the old art of crosscut
sawing with a mini saw.

The challenge is to work

together timing the pull to assist the return without
buckling the saw. Lots of fun! It is an old art, one of
which I feel is important to pass on. We are looking for

There were many people to thank along the way. Dave
and Vince for challenging us and keeping us safe on the
ropes course. Jonah and Reg for guiding us in kayaks.
Simon for again welcoming us to the Taroona scout hut.
Alisha and Qug for showing how to be enthusiastic,
inspiring and humble all at the same time.

a full size saw to have for the students to use.

We are now looking forward to a rewarding year in the

Michael

upper school, with many adventurous camps as much
anticipated highlights.
Frank

News and Events

Working With Vulnerable People Card

School Photo Schedule

parents that all volunteers coming into the School are

School photos will be taken

required to have their Working With Vulnerable People

on Monday 28 February and

Registration Card. This has been mandatory since

Tuesday 1 March and the schedule is as follows;

Wednesday 1 February 2017.

Monday 28: 8:45am Class 9, 9:15am Pipit, 9:45am

If you wish to volunteer in our School, you must have a

Silvereye, 10:15am Class 7, 11:30am Class 6, 12:00pm

current WWVP Registration, without this, you will be

Class 1, 12:30pm Class 8 and 1:45pm Class 2.

unable to volunteer. Some examples of volunteering

Tuesday 1: 8:45am Class 10, 9:15am Fantail, 9:45am

are:

Silvereye, 10:15am Class 4, 11:30am Class 5, and

 Parent Help with classes / Excursions

12:00pm Class 3.

 P&F Association

Please be sure all students are neatly dressed and their

 P&F Events, e.g. Sausage Sizzle cake stall,

hair is tidy.

We would like to remind parents and inform new

Grandparent’s Day Stall, etc.
 Canteen

School sheep need a 'forever’ home
With the development of our new staff carpark we will

 Coaching a Sporting Team

unfortunately be losing our grazing area for the school

The application process is to be completed online at

sheep. If you would like to have Jilly and Precious to

www.justice.tas.gov.au and payment can be paid at any

mow your lawn and eat your veggie scraps they would

Service Tasmania Shop. You will need to show 100

love it. If you have space to keep them with some

points of ID and have your photo taken.

shelter from cold wind and shade for summer, they will

Please bring your WWVP Registration card with you to

be good company. They are self shedding sheep.

the School Office whenever you are to sign in to

If you have an appropriate space to take them please

volunteer.

contact me via email: michaelr@tarremah.tas.edu.au.

If you have any questions please contact the Office.

Michael

Canteen
2022 Term Dates

Please be aware that the canteen has been postponed

Term 1: Tuesday 8 February to Thursday 14 April

for 2022. We will email you when we have more

Easter:

information.

In Term 1 Holidays

Term 2: Wednesday 4 May to Friday 1 July
Student Free Day: Monday 2 & Tuesday 3 May
Term 3: Tuesday 26 July to Friday 30 September
Student Free Day: Monday 25 July
Term 4: Monday 17 October to Thursday 15
December
School Holiday: Friday 21 October
Student Free Day: Monday 7 November
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and confusion of no longer having familiar structures to

The 9 year old crossing is important in Anthroposophy
as it marks the time of transition from early childhood.
In anthroposophical terms this time is when the child,

hold us and not yet having new ways of being in place
until consciousness shifts sufficiently for us to arrive at
our promised land.

coming from a place of universal oneness and

At all times though the way out of the wilderness is

connection in the early childhood realm of fairy tales

possible by listening to the voice of God. It can only be

and

individualised

heard when the “God” within is recognised and

relationship with the physical world we adults so

acknowledged. The consequence of making choices

strongly identify with for the most part.

that are out of alignment with ones own divinity are

magic,

comes

into

a

more

The transition can be a rocky one as this greater sense

also seen in this scenario.

of individuality can bring a sense of loneliness and fear

God gives laws and commandments that are passed

with it as the child continues to establish their own

down to Moses. These are then used to govern the

identity and to separate themselves out from the world

people. This appears to be an outer authority governing

that was in early childhood. In this physical reality

the Hebrews and in one sense that is true but in

concepts such as death have a different context to

another the principals are brought forth from a divine

death in an imaginary or spiritual sense.

principal of God head within each person.

The child here starts to form their own ideas and

In Class 3 the class is involved in (under the guidance of

feelings about the nature of reality. It may be at this

the teacher) the creation of their own class

time for the first time the words of Kahlil Gibran’s poem

commandments. In this way each individual can

“Your children are not your children , They are the sons

contribute and the group can discuss possible rules

and daughters of life longing for itself” could be more

within the classroom. The individual is recognised and

visibly noticed tin the outer manifestation of who their

sees how they are connected to the group. The creation

child is becoming than it was in earlier years.

of a set of laws or rules in this way can foster self

They form a new relationship to consequence and
authority at this time and much of this is taught in the
curriculum through the reading of stories from the
“Torah” or old testament. In these stories the Hebrew

authority in the child and be an empowering
experience. As they are in truth co-creators of the
world in which they live.
Andreas, Class 3 Teacher

people go through many ordeals and appear to be
tested by a God who rewards certain behaviours and
punishes others. The God in these stories is best not to
be taken as a purely external force but to be recognised
as an inner power as well. Perhaps “God” could be
viewed as a collective power or unifying principal for all
humanity.
The punishments in these stories are not really
punishments in the traditional sense of the word but
are perhaps better to be viewed as events necessary for
the spiritual growth of the people. The stories of the
Hebrews being lost in the wilderness before finding
their promised land is a great example of leaving
behind an old way of being and going through the loss
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